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An analysis of a planar supersonic nozzle for a NASP
type vehicle was performed with a computer program that used
the new upwind flux difference splitting (FDS)
Thrust optimization,

off-design performance,

method.

and cowl angle

parametric analyses were accomplished,

using the FDS code,

an oblique shock wave solver program,

and a Scramjet cycle

analysis code,

at six points on a 1000 psf maximum dynamic

pressure t.Lajectory,
15.0,

17.5,

for the Mach numbers 7.5,

and 20.0.

10.0,

12.5,

Results from the single parameter

optimization phase of the study indicated that for the Mach
number range from 7.5 to 20.0,

the attachment angles

identified as optimum for the respective traject.ory points
were 38.0,

38.6,

range of angles,

30.0,

24.6,

20.6,

and 17.8.

From this

the 20.6 degree nozzle was found to produce

the minimum off-design performance losses over the entire
trajectory.

This determination was based on selection

criteria biased toward the higher Mach numbers.
20.6 degree nozzle attachment angle,

Using the

a cowl angle parametric

analysis was performed to determine the extent to which offdesign performance losses could be recovered.
study showed that cowl angles of 4.2,

2.6,

Although this

2.2,\\.11 3.9,

and 4.3 degrees were required at the respective trjectory

xiv

points to maintain best recovery,

nozzle performance was

shown to approach that of a variable geometry cowl for a
constant cowl deflection angle of 4.3 degrees.

This study

also seemed to indicate that cowl use produced thrust
performance results which exceeded those of the single
parameter optimized nozzle.
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DESIGN OF AN OPTIMUM THRUST NOZZLE FOR A TYPICAL
HYPERSONIC TRAJECTORY THROUGH COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS

I
1.1

Introduction

Purpose
With the advent of the National Aero-Space Plane (NASP)

program,

significant government interest has been generated

in the realm of design for hypersonic flight.
has been targeted for research is
problem.

Of its many facets,

deserving attention is
nozzle (Doty,

the hypersonic propulsion

one aspect of this problem

the design of an optimized supersonic

1991:1).

To date, very little

been done in this field.
knowledge is

An area that

research has

One reason for this lack of

the relative paucity of convenient numerical

methods availabl>

for use on complex flows containing

numerous discontinuities
this research is

(Doty,

1991:1).

The purpose of

to use a new and efficient numerical

technique to evaluate the design of maximum thrust planar
supersonic nozzles

(Doty,

1991:1),

over a typical hypersonic

trajectory for a transatmospheric vehicle such as the NASP
(Doty,

1991:1).

A secondary objective of this research is

to conduct an off-design nozzle performance analysis and

cowl angle parametrics to determine the influence of
cowl/external flow on nozzle performance
1.2

(Doty,

1991:55).

Background
Design of supersonic nozzles presents many new

challenges for the aeronautical engineer for many reasons.
First, the hypersonic flight environment is
hostile one.

The extremes in

thermal/mechanical

an extremely

temperature and

stresses encountered in hypersonic flight

present requirements that are at the limit of both material
and cooling technology,
design for.

and are thus very difficult to

The fact that such a vehicle must also maneuver

and accelerate in this environment places even greater
demands on the capabilities of the designer and modern
technology.

Also of impoitance is

the fact that thrust

production at hypersonic speeds presents demanding
requirements.

Convw:ntional propulsion systems operating at

hypersonic speeds do not behave the same way they do at
subsonic or even supersonic speeds.
when the air is

diffused down to subsonic or near stagnation

conditions for combustion,
air's

At these higher speeds,

the resulting conversion of the

kinetic energy to thermal energy can raise the

temperature so high that little,
occurs when fuel is

added.

if

any,

temperature rise

This occurs because the normal

combustion products of H20 and CO2 are strongly dissociated
(Kerrebrock,

1981:252).

Thus,

instead of having the fuel's
2

chemical energy go toward accelerating the flow at the
nozzle exit,
products.
increase,

If

it

is

used to further dissociate the combustion

the flow velocity at the nozzle exit does not

engine thrust will not increase,

proportional to exit velocity.

This,

will be no useful thrust produced if
to subsonic speeds for combustion.

since thrust is

of course,
the air is

It

is

means there
brought down

for this reason

that thrust production at hypersonic speeds requires
combustion at supersonic speeds,

since diffusion to

supersonic speeds provides a wider thermal margin that
avoids the problem of dissociation.

Thus,

conventional

engines are not feasible for flight in this speed regime,
and must be replaced by supersonic combustion ramjet
(Scramjet)

engines.

According to Walton (1988:2),

because of the extremely

high Mach numbers that characterize flight in this speed
regime,

the resulting expansion at the afterbody can account

for around 30% of the vehicle's thrust.

For this reason,

supersonic nozzles are not like conventional engine nozzles.
Whereas conventional nozzles tend to be relatively small (as
compared to the engine),

and identifiable as discrete

components at the aft end of the engine,

Scramjet nozzles

tend to be long and highly integrated with the airframe of
the flight vehicle (Henry and Anderson,

1973).

As

illustrated in Figure 1, such a nozzle begins internally in

3

the engine,

at the exit of the combustion chamber,

and

extends to include the vehicle afterbody as an expansion
surface (Walton,

1988:2).

Another characteristic of these nozzles is
sensitivity to changes in
performance.

the extreme

the para'ieters that govern

The limited research that has been done in

this area indicates that even slight changes in ambient
conditions can produce drastic changes in
performance.

When it

is

thrust

considered that the best thrust

performance that can be achieved from this kind of vehicle
with current technology is

just modestly better than enough

to overcome vehicle drag, it

becomes painfully clear that

these slight changes in ambient conditions can result in
loss of engine thrust or even loss of the vehicle (Billig,
et al.,

1990:118).

It

is

clear there exists little

or no

margin for error in determining nozzle performance.
Therefore,

designing a nozzle for optimum performance is

extremely important.
Related to the problem of too little
is

margin for error,

the need for a hypersonic vehicle to fly within a

prescribed envelope of altitude and flight speed as it
transits the atmosphere.

This is

necessary so that certain

flight and performance parameters can be maintained within
useful limits as the vehicle carries out its
parameters include such things as:

4

mission.

These

dynamic pressure for

vehicle structural considerations;

static temperature at the

exit of the diffuser to maintain fuel autoignition (thus
eliminating the need for flame holders);

static temperature

behind the bow shock for vehicle structural considerations;
and static pressure in

the diffuser exit for combustion

chamber structural requirements.
dynamic pressure is

the only one that is

function of freestream conditions.
because it

Of all these parameters,
exclusively a

For this reason,

and

represents a trajectory frequently encountered in

the literature for a NASP type vehicle (Billig, 1987:119),
this parameter was selected for the current study.
selected,

it

Once

was assumed that the vehicle traveled at this

maximum q limit.
Here,

the rationale is

that not flying at the maximum q

limit would represent a waste of design effort,

technology,

and money since the resulting vehicle would be structurally
overdesigned,

and thus stronger and consequently heavier

than necessary.

Overdesigning is

a major problem because

excess weight would necessitate a larger engine and more
fuel.

This would again further increase the vehicle weight

in an upward spiral that could possibly result in a vehicle
that is

too heavy to fly.

This is

yet another example of

how sensitive to small changes the design of this vehicle
can be.

This requirement to minimize weight while at the

same time optimize performance further reinforces the need

5

for an optimized nozzle design.

It

is

this need for an

optimized supersonic nozzle that is

the motivating force

behind this study.

the employment of an

What remains is

effective method for performing this optimization.
1.3

Method of Analysis
The technique and computer program recently implemented

by Doty (1991)

for the determination of maximum thrust

planar nozzles in an inviscid, supersonic,

rotational,

adiabatic steady flow provided the means for accomplishing
this study.
technique,

Prior to the implementation of this new
the analysis and design of supersonic nozzles was

a formidable task.

The primary reasons for this relate to

the fact that there are few numerical codes that can
efficiently produce accurate solutions to the complicated
flowfields present in the nozzles
type vehicles (Doty,

1991:2).

(see Figure 2)

of NASP

These flowfields require

solution methods able to accurately calculate flows with
strong property gradients without producing numerical
oscillations

(Doty,

1991:1).

Additionally,

these methods

must also be capable of handling the interaction of shock
waves,

expansion waves,

procedure.

and contact surfaces in

the solution

The few numerical codes that do exist that can

accomplish this task are extremely time consuming and costly
to use (Doty,

1991:1),

and are therefore not desirable for

an optimization procedure which may require the entire
6

flowfield be analyzed several times.
development of this new technique,

it

with the

Now,
is

possible to produce

realistic trends in nozzle performance and design for high
speed vehicles with significant savings in
time (Doty,

computational

1991:1).

What has made it

practical to perform the here-to-fore

extremely difficult and costly task of nozzle performance
trend analysis and design a nozzle for a hypersonic vehicle,
is

(FDS)

the Flux-Difference-Split

As implemented

method.

a robust,

first--order accurate

for this research,

this is

FDS method that is

as accurate as most second-order

difference methods (Taylor et al.,
1983),

and is

1972,

finite

Peyret et al.,

an integral part of this new technique.

By

itself, this method provides an approach for capturing the
complicated physics of the flowfield

(Doty,

1991:2).

But

with the employment of the steady planar form of the Euler
equations as the basis for its
computational efficiency is
technique.

flowfield model,

greatly increased using this

The basis for the FDS method is

the Riemann problem,

and it

the solution of

with the solution of the

is

Riemann problem that the application of the FDS method
becomes a very straight forward process.

Thus,

this new

technique for the analysis of supersonic nozzles is
possible.

7

Integrated
Nozzle

Figure

1.

Typical Hypersonic Vehicle.
8

(Doty,

1991,

4)

fiow interaction

S~Internal

Contact surface 7

Combustor exit
Cowl

External flow interaction

External flow

Fictitious lower boundary

y

Figure 2.
(Doty,

Internal and External Nczzle Flow and Geometry.
1991: 5)
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II
2.1

Analytical Development

Governing Equations
For the planar,

(Doty,

1991:Ch 2)

steady, adiabatic,

inviscid flow of a

compressible fluid with no external work or body forces,
Euler equations,

the

given in vector divergence form, govern the

fluid flow:

ax

+E

(1

ay-

where the E and F vectors are written in terms of the
conservation variables as

pU 2 + P

F-

Puv
u(pe + P)

The first

of Eqs (2)

is

(2)

PU
pv

2

+P
v(pe + P)

the continuity equation,

the second

and third are the axial and normal momentum equations,
respectively,
2.1.1

and the fourth is

the energy equation.

Thermodynamic Model
The equations of state chosen for this study are those

of a thermally and calorically perfect gas.
state for a thermally perfect gas is

10

The equation of

given 'y:

T-=

P
pR

(3)

while for a calorically perfect gas the total specific
internal energy is

given by:

pe

2.2

P

Y-l

+

p(u2 + v 2 )

2

The Trajectory
As stated in

Section 1.2,

a hypersonic vehicle is

usually analyzed along a pre-defined flight profile as it
transits the atmosphere.
fll.bt

necessary so that certain

and performance parameters can be maintained within

useful limits.
q,

This is

For this study a maximum dynamic pressure,

trajectory was chosen, with 1000 psf used as the q limit

that the trajectory was based on.
was chosen because,

This type of trajectory

given the fact that no specific ', hicle

characteristics or mission requirements were identified,

it

served to define a useful schedule of altitudes and flight
speeds without unnecessarily increasing the complexity of
the analysis.
arbitrarily,

Although 1000 psf was chosen somewhat
this value was selected because it

represented

one of the trajectories more frequently encountered in the
literature for a NASP type vehicle (Billig, 1987:119).
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With the vehicle q limit established,

determination of

the flight trajectory became a matter of applying the
equations for dynamic pressure

'qzI

and the speed of sound in

a2

2

(5)

Pv2

a perfect gas

or

= PX
p

a

2

The state equation for a thermally perfect gas,
is

(N)

= yRT

Eq (3),

used to derive an equation that expresses static pressure

as a function of dynamic pressure,
Mach number.

specific heat ratio,

and

This expression results from solving the

dynamic pressure equation for velocity

V2

= 2q

(7)

p

and dividing the subsequent equation by the speed of sound
equation.
number,

This results in an expression in terms of Mach

given by:

M2

V22

a

V2

yRT

12

2q/p
yRT

(8)

Finally,

Eq (9)

is

arrived at by substituting for density

into this new expression using Eq (3),

the equation for a

thermally perfect gas.

(9)

2q2

p_

yM

Determination of the other freestream conditions from
Mach number information was facilitated through the use of
the equations that defined the 1962 Standard Atmosphere
Tables (US COESA,

1962:4-16).

This procedure started with

choosing a Mach number and then using Eq (9)

to determine

the corresponding static pressure for a given q,
assumed constant and equal to 1.4.

and with y

The pressure equation

from the Standard Atmosphere was then solved for altitude
using this value for pressure from Eq (9).
was determined,

Once altitude

all of the other freestream conditions

became readily available from the remaining atmosphere
equations.

A plot of the flight profile that results from

application of this procedure is

presented in

Figure 3.

Details of the freestream conditions determined from
Standard Atmosphere equations are contained in Table 1.
2.3

The Riemann Problem and Its Solutions
The Riemann problem,

(Doty,

the solution of a discontinuity,

provides the basis for the flux-difference-split
method.

1991:Ch 3)

(FDS)

The wave-like nature of the Riemann problem is
13

used

to split the solution to the Riemann problem along the
preferred paths of information propagation.

In this manner,

discontinuities such as shock waves are processed and the
resulting information is

used to calculate the numerical

solution.
Although both first-order and second-order accurate FDS
methods exist,

the first-order accurate method was chosen

for this investigation.
reasons.

This selection was made for two

First, because the first-order accurate method

behaves monotonically,

it

is

very robust.

It

has been shown

that this monotonic behavior of the numerical solution is
extremely important (van Leer,
property gradients exist,
contact surfaces.
conservative,
1974,

1977a,

1973)

in regions where strong

such as near shock waves and

The use of second-order accurate

monotonic difference schemes

(van Leer,

1973,

1977b) becomes extremely cumbersome because

they require special treatment near boundaries and in
regions of strong property gradients.
first-order FDS method is
Godunov initial

Second,

very accurate.

value Riemann problem,

the

Based on the

this scheme has been

demonstrated to be as accurate as many second-order accurate
finite difference schemes (Taylor et al.,
al.,

1983).

1972,

Peyret et

Comparison of first-order accurate FDS results

with exact solutions and other second-order accurate methods
bears this out (Doty,

1991:8).
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2.3.1

The Riemann Problem
The representation of the Riemann problem is

illustrated in

Figure 4.

The general flow property,

T, has

an arbitrary spatial distribution represented by the solid
line.

These general flow properties are modeled as a series

of uniform flow regions (Godunov,

1959).

The dashed line

represents these regions of uniform flow at each of the
nodes,

with the discontinuity assumed to occur half-way

between the nodes.
Collapse of the discontinuity produces the possible
pattern of waves shown in Figure 5.
as the positive wave because it

Wave (3),

referred to

normally carries information

in the positive y direction, may be a compression

(perhaps

shock) or expansion depending on the particular flowfield
under investigation.

Wave (2)

is

separates the Riemann regions.
the negative wave because it
the negative y direction.
be a compression

the contact surface that

Wave (1) is

referred to as

normally carries information in
Similar to wave (3),

(perhaps shock) or expansion.

possibility also exists that both waves (3)
compressions or both expansions.

wave (1) may
The

and (1) will be

The notation for the

Riemann problem between grid points j and j+l in

Figure 5 is

as follows:
Riemann region 6 = known values at grid point "j+l"
Riemann region 4 = unknown values at mid point "j+1/2"
Riemann region 2 = unknown values at mid point "j+1/2'
15

Riemann region 0 = known values at grid point "j"
Similar notation exists for other pairs of grid points,
simply by permuting the indices.
2.3.2

Solution to the Riemann Problem
The solution to the Riemann problem provides the

numerical fluxes in

the regions 2 and 4,

Riemann problem for planar,

computationally intensive.

The

supersonic flow may be solved by

any one of three different methods.
the Riemann problem exactly,

Figure 5.

and is
It

The first

method solves

therefore the most

solves the general case where

the possible compression wave is

a shock wave.

The second

method solves the Riemann problem approximately by assuming
that the shock wave is
1981).

an isentropic compression (Osher,

This approximate solution thereby replaces the shock

wave by a Prandtl-Meyer compression.

The third method

solves the approximate Riemann problem approximately by
linearizing the Prandtl-Meyer relations (Pandolfi,

1985).

The FDS method solves the Riemann problem using one of these
methods,
flows; it

thereby incorporating solutions to discontinuous
then splits this solution and sends the

information in the correct direction.

16

2.3.2.1

Exact Solution

The exact solution to the Riemann problem requires the
iterative solution of coupled nonlinear
shock-wave/contact-surface/expansion-wave

relations.

The

shock jump relations and the Prandtl-Meyer equations must be
solved simultaneously because waves (1) and (3)
by the contact surface,

are coupled

wave (2).

In addition to the solution of the coupled sets of
equations,

the equations governing the shock wave and

Prandtl-Meyer wave are highly nonlinear and require
iterative techniques.

One possibility for the pattern of

waves illustrated in

Figure 5 is

wave and wave (3)

an expansion wave.

is

upstream properties are known in
is

sought in region 2.

flow turning angle,

that wave (1) is

a shock

For the shock wave,

region 0 and the

olution

The nonlinear equation relating the

6 to the shock wave angle,

e is

given

by:

1
tan6

(Zucrow and Hoffman,

_ y+l

2

-1 tane

M

Misin2e

1976:360).

1

)

(10)

This equation must be

iterated for the shock wave angle for a known amount of flow
turning.
Similarly, the expansion wave upstream properties are
known in

region 6 and the solution is
17

sought in region 4.

The nonlinear eguation to be solved in this instance is
Prandtl- Meyer relation, which is

V4 = b arctan

[.I4CT]

the

given by:

- arctan

[

M-

(11)

where

b

(12)

Y+1

y -1

Eq (11) must be solved iteratively for the Mach number given
the Prandtl-Meyer angle in

region 4.

In addition to the iterations required for the shock
and expansion waves,

the flow angle and static pressure in

regions 2 and 4 must match across the contact surface,

wave

(2).

This secondary iteration procedure may require several

trials

before the exact solution to the Riemann problem at

each node pair is
2.3.2.2

solved.

Approximate Solution

For the approximate solution to the planar Riemann
problem,

all compression waves are treated as isentropic

(even though they may be shock waves).
wave (1) is

a compression and wave (3)

For the case where
is

an expansion,

waves are calculated using Prandtl-Meyer relations.

18

The

both

compression and expansion solutions are again coupled by
virtue of the contact surface, wave (2).
For the compression wave,

the solution to the nonlinear

Prandtl-Meyer equation requires iteration for the Mach
number in

region 2,

M2 .

This is

accomplished using a

relationship given by:

V2

=b

arctan

-

For the expansion wave,

arMt-1]
arc-an

(13)

the solution to the nonlinear

Prandtl-Meyer equation requires iteration for the Mach
number in region 4,

M4 , as outlined by Eq (11).

fashion as the exact Riemann problem,

In the same

the approximate

solution requires that the slope and static pressure acroso
the contact surface match,

involving an additional iteration

procedure.
2.3.2.3

Linearized-Approximate

Solution

The linearized approximate solution eliminates all of
the iteration required for the exact and the approximate
Riemann solutions.

Similar to the approximate solution, the

compressions are treated as isentropic.

The resulting set

of Prandtl-Meyer relations are then linearized to produce a
set of algebraic equations which can be solved in
form.

For the case where wave (1) is

relevant,

a compression,

linearized Prandtl-Meyer relation is
19

closed
the

given by:

[Iln(P)]

(14)

(Z o )u 2 = [ln(P)]o + (z,) ao

2 +

where

z = (yu 2/a 2 )

(15)

Similarly, the linearized Prandtl-Meyer relation
required when wave (3)

is

an expansion wave is

[ln(P)] 4 - (z 6 )G

4 =

[iln(P)],

given by:

(16)

- (z 6 )a 6

After the Riemann problem has been solved by any of the
methods described above,

the calculation of the Riemann

fluxes and flux differences across the waves is

performed.

The splitting of these flux differences provides the
information required for the numerical solution.

Detailed

information on each of these three solution methods,

along

with details of the procedures relating to the splitting of
the flux differences,

is

contained in Doty,

1991: 160-198.

A stencil for a multiple point Riemann problem is
illustrated in Figure 6.
convenience,
1991:

33),

For reasons of speed,

and

while maintaining suitable accuracy (Doty,

the linearized-approximate

solution method was

used exclusively for the purposes of this investigation.
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The Flux-Difference-Split Method

2.5

Once the Riemann problem (described above)

is

the information resulting from this solution is
the Riemann fluxes.

It

used to form

ic from these fluxes that the flux

differences are calculated.
turn,

solved,

These flux differences are,

in

split to form the numerical contributions which are

used in the computational algorithm fDoty,
follows is

1991: 177).

a very brief description of this process,

What
along

with a listing of the numerical algorithm used to advance
the solution to the next downstream plane.
2.5.1

Riemann Fluxes and Flux-Differencing
(Doty,

1991:Sec J.1)

The solution to the Riemann problem provides the basis
for the calculation of the Riemann fluxes in regions 0,
4,

and 6 in

j+1/2,...).

2,

Figure 5 at each half node (...,j-1/2,
The divergence form of vectors E and F is

presented in Eq (2)

B

and repeated here for convenience:

puv

1 pU2F

+p PVU(2)
2
pV

+ p

Lv(pe + P)

u(pe + P)

The Riemann fluxes are calculated for each of the
components of the E and F vectors.
component of the E vector (El)

21

For example,

from Eq (2)

is

pu.

the first
The flux

component El is

evaluated in the Riemann regions 0,

2,

4,

and 6 as:

(El)o = P 0 u 0

(17)

(EI)

P 2 U2

(18)

(El) 4 = • 4 U4

(19)

(El) 6 = P6 U6

(20)

=

Similar calculations are performed for the remaining E
vector components,

as well as for those of the F vector in

preparation for the evaluating the flux differences.
With reference to Figure 5,
waves 1, 2,

the flux differences across

and 3 are calculated by forming the differences

of the Riemann fluxes.
Riemann 'luxes

For example,

for the first

across waves 3,

2,

the differences of the

component of the E vector (dEl)

and 1, respectively,

(dEl)wav. 3 = (El) 6

-

(El) 4

are simply:

4u(21)

P6-

(dEl) Iv•2 = (El)4 - (El) 2 = P4 u 4

-

P2 u 2

(22)

(dEl)waveI = (El) 2 - (El)0 = p 2 u 2

-

PoU 0

(23)
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Summing the contributions of the flux differences
across the waves from Eqs (21),

(22),

and (23)

gives the

total contribution at Riemann node j+1/2:

(dEl)j

1 1/ 2

(24)

= [(dEl)wave3 + (dEl) wave2 + (dEl) waveuz]J
1 1/ 2

(22),

Substituting Eqs (21),

into Eq (24)

and (23)

and

recalling that Riemann nodes 6 and 0 correspond to nodes j+l
and j,

respectively,

yields the equivalent finite difference

representation:

(dEl)j+
1 1 2 = (El) 6 - (El) 0 = (El) +j -

(25)

(EI)j

Rather than use the total contribution of the flux
differences,

the flux-difference-split

(FDS)

approach

attempts to utilize the wave-like nature of the supersonic
flow to send the flux differences in

the correct physical

direction.
2.5.2

Splitting the Flux Differences (Doty,
The information is

and the solution is
is

known at plane i,

sought at plane i+l,

obtained at plane i+l,

node j,

1991: Sec J.2)

node j in Figure 6
node j.

A solution

by using the differenced

fluxes to carry this information to the next node location.
However,

not all of this information is

mentioned above,

information is
23

transmitted.

As

only transmitted in the

direction that matches the correct physics of the flow at
the node location.
In steady,

two-dimensional flow, the splitting of the

flux differences is

accomplished for the Riemann nodes by

calculating the slope of the waves and employing a splitting
operator.

For example,

using Chakravarthy's notation at

Riemann node j-1/2, the positive split flux difference
across wave 1 for the E vector is:

{dgva

where A, is
negative,

(m+ [sign(A1 ) 0 0] [E2
= hax

the slope of wave 1.

-

Eo])jI/2

(26)

the sign of A, is

If

the sign operator selects:

(27)

sign(A
1 ) = -1

Then the max operator chooses:

max(-l,0.0)

Therefore,
[E.-E 0 ] is

zero,

=

(28)

0.0

the multiplier for the flux difference
and there will be no positive-split flux

difference from node j-1/2 for wavel.

On the other hand,

the sign of A is positive,

the flux difference multiplier

In this fashion,

the flux differences are split

is

unity.

into positive and negative contributions,
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for each wave

if

(i.e.,

3,

2,

and 1),

j+1/2,...),

at each Riemann node

(i.e.,.

...

,j-1/2,

fo- both the E and F vectors.

Summing the positive and negative contributions for all
the waves at Riemann nodes j+1/2 and j-1/2 yields the
numerical fluxes.

For the E vector,

dJ+
1

d",-d~.:/2=

this procedure yields:

(29)

nE'v*+
_E
+

/2
3}++

{

(/2'

(30)

12 )+

The identical procedure for the F vector yields a similar
result.
With the Riemann problem solved, the Riemann fluxes
calculated,

the flux differences formed and split,

numerical fluxes determined,
perform is

and the

the only remaining operation to

that of advancing or marching the solution from

plane i to i+l.

This final operation is

performed using the

FDS numerical algorithm.
2.5.3

First-Order Accurate Flux-Difference-Split
Numerical AlQorithm for an Interior Point
(Doty, 1991: Sec 3.3)
The first

order accurate FDS solution to the

transformeA governing equations uses the biased information
just adjacent Lo the node j where the solution is
For example,

from Figure 6,

required.

the negatively biased

information from Riemann node j+1/2 (above j)
25

is

used while

the positively biased information from Riemann node j-1/2
(below j)

is

used.

Thus,

the first-order accurate FDS

method for an interior point is:

Nj

ý=E4

Here AC is

- AJIx {dE- 4 y/2 + dEj+1 / 2} - A'riy {dF;-1/ 2 + dF;-. 2 )

the step size,

stability criterion.

which is

(31)

determined from the

The transformation metrics,

q7

and ry,

shown in this equation are evaluated using the computational
coordinates C and q.
at plane i known,

Thus with initial

values for all nodes

and a solution sought for node j at the

next downstream plane at i+1,

it

is

now possible to solve

for the unknowas at the new location using the relationships
expressed in

equation (31).

More complete details of this

solution procedure are given in Doty,

26

1991: Appendix K.
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Table 1. Freestream flow conditions at each trajectory point.

Value

Freestreamn parameter
7.5

10.0

12.5

altitude, (km)

29.896

33.791

36.928

static pressure, P (N/rd)

1216.01

684.00

437.76

226.4

233.2

241.8

0.018711

0.010220

0.006306

2262.4

3061.2

3897.1

1.4

1.4

1.4

287.0

287.0

287.0

Mach number

static tenperature, T ('K)
density, p (kg/r)
velocity magnitude, V (nV's)
specific heat ratio, y
gas constant, P,, (J/kg/'K)

Value

Freestream parameter

Mach number

15.0

17.5

20.0

altitude, (]an)

39.581

41.887

43.934

static pressure, P (N/id)

304.00

223.35

171.00

static temperature, T (sK)

249.2

255.6

261.2

0.004250

0.003045

0.002281

4746.9

5608.5

6480.2

1.4

1.4

1.4

287.0

287.0

287.0

density, p (kg/rd)
velocity magnitude, V (nV/s)
specific heat ratio, y
gas constant, N,, (J/kg/'K)
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III
3.1

Preliminary Procedures

Introduction
Procedures followed in

preparing for and actually

performing the nozzle thrust analysis and optimization are
presented in this chapter.

The methods used to determine

external and internal flow properties are described,

along

with the computer programs that actually performed the
The manner in which the FDS program was used

computations.

to determine thrust performance data is

also presented.

Finally, the methods used to perform the nozzle optimization
and cowl off-design parametric analysis are also described.
3.2

External Flow
Since a major aspect of this research was to

investigate the influence of external flow on nozzle
performance,

it

was necessary to determine external flow

conditions for each point on the trajectory.

With the

modeling of the external flow region as that on the
downstream side of an oblique shock wave,

initially this

determination seemed be a simple matter of solving the
oblique shock wave problem for a perfect gas.

However,

due

to the large temperature variation associated with the
hypersonic Mach numbers examined in
gas model was deemed inappropriate
1990:101).

this study, a perfect
(van Wie,

et al.,

To attain the most accurate approximation
32

possible of the underbody compression without knowing much
a calorically imperfect,

about vehicle geometry,

thermally perfect gas model was substituted.

but

This also

allowed the external flow calculations to remain consistent
with the model for internal flow calculations (to be
discussed later).

This assumption furnished a reasonable

approximation for the compression,
modeling caloric behavior.

while realistically

Unfortunately,

with this

requirement solution of the oblique shock wave problem was
no longer trivial; the solution now involved several
iterative schemes to account for the effect of variable
What follows is

caloric behavior on flow properties.

a

description of the iterative method used and computer
program developed to solve the oblique shock wave problem
for an imperfect gas at each point on the trajectory.
Detailed information on the equations used to model caloric
behavior is
3.2.1

contained in

Zucrow and Hoffman,

1976: 53-63.

The Caloric Model for Air
In this phase of the study, air in the external flow

region (see Figure 2),

was assumed to be comprised of the

three constituents nitrogen,

oxygen,

and argon in the

respective molar percentages of 78.11,
(Zucrow and Hoffman,

20.96,

and 0.93

Caloric behavior for air was

1976:58).

modeled using the following two equations:
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(hh

+ aT + bT2

+

cT3

for static enthalpy (mole basis),

+

dT4

+

eTV

R

and

CP= (a + bT + cT2 + dT3 + eT 4 ) R

for specific heat at constant pressure.
a, b,

c,

d,

e,

(32)

(33)

In these equations

and ho are constants that are exclusive to

the gas being modeled (Gordon,

McBride 1971).

Specific heat

at constant volume and the specific heat ratio were
determined from the following two respective relationships:

(34)

Cv =CP-

(35)

C
Cv

What follows is

a description of the iterative procedure

that used these equations to solve the oblique shock wave
problem.
3.2.2

Iterative Solution of The Oblique Shock Wave Problem
(Zucrow and Hoffman,

1976:Sec 7.8)

An important aspect of supersonic nozzle behavior is
the interaction between the flow that travels along the
undersurface of the vehicle (external flow),
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and the flow

issued from the exit of the combustor (internal flow).
Since,

for the purposes of this study,

the external flow was

modeled as that on the downstream side of the oblique shock
wave formed off the nose of the vehicle,

it

was necessary to

solve the oblique shock wave problem.
Figure 7 illustrates the example of an oblique shock
wave that is

produced by a hypersonic vehicle.

The

requirement for the iterative method employed here for
solution of this shock wave problem results for several
reasons.

First, as stated earlier,

due to the magnit'.Lde of

the static temperature rise across an oblique shoc!, wave at
hypersonic speeds,

the equations for a perfect gas no longer

apply (Zucrow and Hoffman,
there is
enthalpy,

1976:Sec 4.5).

However,

although

an equation that relates static temperature to
the nonlinear relationship between these two

quantities cannot be explicitly expressed when temperature
is

the unknown.

Second,

the equations that relate upstream

static pressure and enthalpy are coupled in a nonlinear
manner through the density.
equations is

indeterminate,

And finally, the system of
since there are more unknowns

than tnere are equations to solve for them.

For these

reasons the following procedural steps were used to solve
the oblique shock wave problem for this study.
1.

Initial flow conditions of pressure P1 , temperature T1 ,
density pl, enthalpy hl, and velocity V, are determined
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in region 1 (see Figure 7) from the freestream
properties on the trajectory.
2.

With the initial flow conditions established, a trial
value for s, the oblique shock wave angle, is then
assumed.
For a first
guess the perfect gas oblique
shock wave solution is used.
This value is determined
by solving Eq (10), the nonlinear equation relating
flow turning angle, 6, to Lhe shock wave angle, C,

1

tan6

3.

[Y+1

2

MI_
-i1
M~sin 2e -1

tane

(10)

The newly established value for e is next used to
determine a value for M'1 , where this quantity is
defined as:

M/1 =M1 sine

(36)

The trial
value for e is also used to calculate the
normal and tangential components (relative to the shock
wave) of the freestream velocity VN1 and VTI, using

V=
.sine

(37)

and

VTl

4.

VT=

Vcosc

(38)

Next, a trial
value for P, the density on the
downstream side of the oblique shock wave, is
assumed.
For a first
guess the perfect gas flow property
relation for normal shocks

36

P2

PI

-

(Y + 1)M 11 2

-1

2 + (y

V2

(39)
()MI)2

-

and M', are used for this determination.
5.

With density information ectablished, values for
pressure and enthalpy on the downstream side of the
oblique shock wave, P2 and h2 , are calculated using

p2 = p1 + P1 VN

(40)

+ V2r
IV

h2

=

(41)
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6.

Next, a new value for T2 is determined from the value
for h 2 established in step 5 above by iterating on Eq
(32) using a numerical solution :echnique such as the
Newton-Raphson method.

7.

This new value for T2 , is next used along with P2 from
step 5, and Eq (3) to determine a new value for P2.

8.

If this new value for P2 is within the specified
tolerance of the value originally assumed in step 2,
this portion of the solution has been completed.
If
the agreement is unsatisfactory, steps 5 to 8 are then
repeated using this new value for p2 until convergence
is obtained.

9.

Once convergence on P2 is
calculated using

achieved,

VNl

VN2 -

P2

and
37

V2 is

then

(42)

v2

=

12
vN,)
2 /

v.2

(43)

Using V2 and

e = 6 + sin-1 (VN 2 )

(44)

If this new value is
a new value for e is obtained.
within the specified tolerance of the previous value
If the agreement
for e, then the solution is complete.
is unsatisfactory. steps 2 to 9 are repeated with the
new e until satisfactory convergence is obtained.
10.

Once convergence on e is obtained, the final values for
flow conditions on the downstream side of the oblique
shock wave are calculated using the proceaures
(6),
described in steps 5, 6, and 7, and equations (3),
(33), (34), (35), (40), and (41).
(32),
If

convergence is

not achieved immediately in the
normally the case),

various iteration steps (as is
second trial

values for e in

step 2,

the

and P2 in step 4 can be

had by taking the values calculated for e and p in steps 9
and 7 respectively,
steps 3 and 5.

und using them as respective inputs for

Although subsequent trial

established by repeating this procedure,

values can
this process can be

greatly expedited by employing an iterative numerical
solution technique such as the secant method for the third
and all subsequent trial

values.
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Computer ProQram

3.2.3

To actually perform the steps described above,
the oblique shock wave problem,

solve

and thereby generate the

external flow data for each point on the trajectory,

a

microcomputer based program was developed using a QuickBasic
compiler.

However,

flow problem,

before being applied to the external

the accuracy of the oblique shock wave solver

portion of the program was successfully validated with the
aid of sample calculations from Zucrow and Hoffman (1976).
For this investigation the computer program assumed a
constant value of 1.4 for the specific heat ratio for
ambient air at each trajectory point.
made for two reasons.

This assumption was

First, although temperature variation

for freestream conditions was large enough to produce
changes in the specific heat ratio for air, these changes
were small enough to be insignificant.

Second,

the Scramjet

cycle code used to establish internal flow conditions
(described below)
Figure 8,

for the supersonic nozzle illustrated in

assumed a constant value of 1.4 for the freestream

specific heat ratio for air.

The need for consistency

dictated that the method for solving the oblique shock wave
problem be compatible with the calculation for internal flow
conditions since both used freestream flow parameters as
inputs.

All other calculations involving temperature

changes assumed temperature dependent specific heat ratios
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based on data contained in NASA SP-273

(Gordon and McBride,

1971).
In addition to solving the oblique shock wave problem,
the microcomputer program for external flow conditions also
incorporated subroutines for the trajectory calculation,
the standard atmosphere equations.

and

This effectively

automated the external flow calculation process to the point
where the only parameters that required specification prior
to running the program were initial
increment,

Mach number,

number of trajectory points,

angle 6 (see Figure 7),

and initial

Mach number

wedge (vehicle) half

guess for e (for the

perfect gas oblique shock wave solver).

From this input,

the program generated output for freestream as well as
external flow conditions.

Flow data for these two

conditions for the various trajectory locations are
presented in Table 1 and Table 2.
In using this program to generate data for freestream
and external flow conditions,

the 1962 US Standard

Atmosphere model was employed for all atmospheric model
calculations.

Although data from the 1976 US Standard

Atmosphere model was available,

the decision was made for

reasons of compatibility with the Scramjet cycle code
(described below).

It

should be noted that for the range of

altitudes examined in this study,
virtually identical,

these two models are

thus there was no loss in accuracy.
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For determination of altitude from Mach number and the
standard atmosphere,
computed,

geopotential altitude was first

then converted to geometric.

All computations

riade by this program were performed using double precision
variables,
3.3

Internal Flow
Before the effect of nozzle design or nozzle external

flow on nozzle internal flow can be analyzed,
internal flow conditions must first

be established.

enlarged view of this nozzle section is
Figure 8.
flow is

Since,

these nozzle
An

illustrated in

for the purposes of this study,

internal

simply the result of the combustion of fuel and air

in the combustion chamber of a supersonic combustion ramjet
engine,

it

was therefore necessary to find a means of

modeling the flow properties generated by a Scramjet engine.
This was accomplished with the aid of a Scramjet cycle
analysis code.

Although originally developed for a

mainframe computer (Craig,

1962)

the version of this program

used for this study was adapted from the original for use on
a microcomputer

(Smith,

1987).

This simulated engine operates on a very simple
principle.

The freestream air is

diffused by the inlet to a

supersonic velocity slightly lower than the original
freestream.

This diffusion is

enough to raise the static

temperature of the air above that required for autoignition,
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thus no flame holders are required in the combustor.
is

Fuel

injected into the air at the entrance of the combustion

chamber where mixing and subsequently burning occur.

The

combustion products are then exhausted from the combustion
chamber to the nozzle, producing a propulsive jet (Craig and
Ortwerth,
3.3.1

1962:1).

Cycle Code Assumptions
In using the Scramjet cycle code,

several different

assumptions and approximations were made.
and approximations effectively narrowed,
manageable level,
cycle code.

These assumptions
to a more

the scope of the problem of applying the

Assumptions were also made not to avoid

complications,

but because not enough specific information

was available to define the problem to be analyzed.
Assumptions made for these reasons include:
1.

The conditions of the air entering the engine are the
same as those corresponding to the undisturbed free
stream and are determined by specifying flight Mach
number and altitude.

2.

Viscous and shock wave losses in the inlet were
accounted for through the use of the inlet process
efficiency parameter

rKD'

3.

Nozzle and combustion losses were accounted for through
the respective use of the nozzle velocity coefficient
parameter Cv, and the combustion efficiency parameter
17c"

4.

Except for the region where frozen flow may be defined
in the nozzle, the flow is in equilibrium everywhere.

5.

Temperatures remained low enough to prevent the
occurrence of ionization in the flow.
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6.

The engine combustion chamber was long enough to allow
for effective completion of the mixing and burning
processes.

7.

Combustion was for a stoichiometric fuel to air ratio
composition.

8.

Hydrogen was the only fuel used for this analysis.

3.3.2

Cycle Code Input Data
For the Scramjet cycle code to work properly and

produce the output data needed to run the FDS program,
input parameters were required.
parameters is

A list

presented in Table 3.

of these input

From the standpoint of

program operation,

these parameters can be divided into

three categories:

engine specific parameters,

specific parameters,

14

and variable parameters.

trajectory
The engine

specific parameters were those that were the same for all of
the different cases investigated at each trajectory point.
These parameters included:
efficiency,

fuel air ratio,

fuel velocity ratio,

velocity coefficient,

fuel temperature,

inlet entrance/nozzle

freezing point/combustor exit area ratio,
designator

(equilibrium or frozen),

type designator (rlKD or qKE)"

combustion
nozzle

exit area ratio,

flow type

and inlet efficiency

The trajectory specific

parameters were those that varied with each trajectory point
chosen.

These parameters were limited to altitude and

freestream Mach number.

The variable parameters encompassed

the three remaining inputs.

Included in
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this category were

inlet efficiency,

diffusion ratio,

and combustion process

type (constant area or constant pressure).

These last three

parameters were the only ones used to adjust the program
output to meet the constraining requirements for engine
operation.
It

should be noted that every effort was made to keep

this aspect of the calculation as simple as possible to
avoid unnecessarily complicating the process for determining
the internal nozzle flow conditions at each trajectory
point.

Given the fact that some major assumptions and

simplifying generalizations have been made throughout the
course of this investigation,

these assumptions pose no

threat to the accuracy or validity of the investigation.
3.3.3

Cycle Code Constraints
Although there was a certain amount of latitude as to

the variation of the input parameters for the cycle code,
some constraints did exist that served to narrow the scope
of the effort to establish internal nozzle flow conditions.
Generally,

these limitations were based on physical

constraints that would be pertinent factors for a real
Scramjet combustor.
1.

These constraints included:

Static temperature at the inlet to the combustor had to
be greater than or equal to 1800 degrees Rankine.
Temperatures lower than this value would not allow for
spontaneous or autoignition of the hydrogen fuel (Craig
and Ortwerth, 1962:1).
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2.

Static temperature at the combustor exit could not
exceed 6000 degrees Kelvin.
Remaining below this value
mitigated the need to account for the ionization of the
species generated from combustion.
Thus, the
computation wac dimplified.
This limitation was
"built-in" to the Scramjet program (Craig and Ortwerth,
1962:1).

3.

Static pressure at the inlet to the combustor had to be
greater than 7.3 psi (about half an atmosphere).
Pressures lower than this amount would not provide
conditions favorable to reaction (Curran and Stull,
1963:8, Lefebvre, 1983:223).

4.

Static pressure at the inlet to the combustor had to be
less than 50 psi (about 3.4 atmospheres).
Pressures
greater than this amount would produce stresses too
large for the engine to withstand structurally.
This
parameter was adjusted by varying both the diffusion
ratio and inlet efficiency.

5.

Mach number at the exit of the combustor had to be
greater than 1. Subsonic flow conditions cannot be
used as an input to the FDS code.
Consequently, all
combustor exit flow used in this study had to be
supersonic.
To meet this need for the Mach 7.5 case, a
constant pressure combustion process was required.
Diffusion ratio and inlet efficiency alone could not be
adjusted to solve this problem for this case.
In all
other cases, combustion occurred as a constant area
process.

6.

Capture area ratio (i.e., the ratio of cross sectional
areas of inlet entrance and inlet exit, or A,/A 2 ) had
to be less than or equal to 50 (Curran and Stull,
1963:13).

7.

It was required that the combustion chamber cross
section area exhibit smooth, continuous variation over
the trajectory.
Smooth area variation led to a
relatively linear diffusion ratio schedule.
This
requirement came about from the need for monotonic
geometry variation from a control and seal standpoint.
It also served to further narrow the scope of the
effort to define the parameters establishing internal
flow.
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3.3.4

Cycle Code Output
Although this program produced flow condition data for

each station in

the "simulated" engine developed in this

portion of the study,

only four parameters at each

trajectory point were required from the cycle code.
data became the initial
internal nozzle (Doty,

value line properties for the
1991:55)

included static pressure,
weight,

for the FDS program,

static temperature,

and Mach number at station 3,

combustor.

These

and

molecular

the exit to the

Table 4 presents these data for each of the six

points on the trajectory.
3.4

Thrust Analysis
Once the initial

value line properties for both the

internal and external nozzle flows (lines AO and HI in
Figure 8)

were established using the cycle code and the

oblique shock wave solver,

it

was then possible to use the

FDS code to begin the thrust analysis portion of the
investigation.

For this effort,

all initial

flows were assumed to be uniform.

Except for a flat plate

nozzle used for purposes of comparison,
parabolic.

value line

all nozzles were

This portion of the investigation consisted of

repeated runs of the FDS code using different initial
conditions and/or nozzle geometry.

This of course reflected

either the different flow condiuions associated with each
trajectory point,

or the evaluation of the various nozzle or
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cowl parameters.

What follows is

a brief description of the

input data and calculation parameters that were varied in
conducting this investigation.
3.4.1

Input and Output Files
For the FDS code to work properly,

proceed,

and the analysis to

data describing the particular situation being

modeled had to be specified.

Computation commenced after

these data were read by the program from a standardized
input file.

Data from this file fell into one of four

different categories.
parameters

These categories included:

(for internal and external initial

geometry parameters

value lines),

(for nozzle and cowl specification),

calculation parameters
computation),

flow

(for analysis and optimization

and output type specification parameters.

It

should be noted that not all of the data contained in the
file required modification each time a different analysis
was run.

Enough commonality existed between the different

trajectory points so that this was not required.
The output file that resulted from running the code on
the input data for this application consisted of a copy of
the input file, a listing of flow properties at each node
along the initial

value line (internal and external),

and a

table that summarized the thrust that had been produced.
Although other formats were possible, this type proved most
convenient for the present investigation.
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From these output

files, once it

had been determined that no anomalous

behavior was being exhibited, the thrust summary was
extracted and placed in

a spreadsheet file for further data

reduction.
The thrust summary contained values for axial thrust
from four different components.

These components consisted

of thrust produced due to the initial
Figure 8,

the upper nozzle wall (i.e.,

by ABC in

Figure 8),

value line,

the surface described

the upper cowl (i.e.,

described by ODEF in Figure 8),

OA in

the surface

and the lower cowl (i.e.,

the surface described by HGF in Figure 8).

The thrust

summary also contained values for the summation of the wall
thrust and total thrust, as well as statistical data
relating the percentage that each component contributed to
these totals.
3.5

Nozzle Design Procedures
For the purposes of this study, designing a nozzle for

a hypersonic vehicle consisted of three operations.
operations were:
attachment angle,

These

optimization of the nozzle wall
a parametric analysis to determine the

effect of attachment angle on off-design performance,

and a

parametric analysis to determine the effect variation of
cowl deflection had angle on thrust performance.
follows is

What

a brief description of the procedures followed

and methods used in performing these three operations.
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3.5.1

Nozzle Wall Attachment Angle Otimization
This phase of the investigation consisted primarily of

determining thrust performance for various nozzle attachment
angles for the nozzle illustrated in Figure 8 at each point
on the trajectory.

During this phase,

maintained at zero degrees.

the cowl angle was

From this information,

the

maximum thrust and the angle that produced this maximum
thrust for each trajectory point was determined.

This task

was accomplished using an automated search procedure and is
described below.
3.5.2

Direct Search (Doty,

1991:Sec 4.5)

The optimization procedure used for this portion of the
study is

a one parameter direct search method.

parabolic nozzle contour (not to scale) is
Figure 9,

and is

shown in

given by the following equation:

y2

The circular arc,

A typical

(45)

+ cix + c 2 y + C3 = 0

line AB,

has been expanded for clarity.

The exit position of the nozzle,
circular arc radius of curvature,

point C, is
r,

is

fixed and the

specified.

By

fixing both the exit position of the nozzle and the circular
arc radius of curvature,

the only free parameter remaining

to describe tha parabolic nozzle contour is
attachment angle to the nozzle wall,
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0

B.

the circular arc

The parabolic

function describing the nozzle contour is

developed in

Doty,

1991: 224-231.
A manual search of nozzle wall thrust as a function of
circular arc attachment angle produces the type of plot
illustrated in

Figure 10.

or derivative,

of wall thrust with respect to attachment

The flat region where the slope,

angle is

zero provides the nozzle contour with maximum

thrust.

While a manual search may be effective in

locating

the nozzle contour for maximum thrust, an automatic direct
search is

typically more efficient and requires no user

interface.

The secant numerical method was chosen for the

direct search optimization procedure.
A direct search is
angles,

made using various attachment

and therefore different parabolic nozzle contours,

to determine the nozzle contour which provides maximum
thrust.

Three guesses for the attachment angle are used to

establish the basis for the secant method to numerically
determine the slope of wall thrust as a function of circular
arc attachment angle.
initial

guess for the attachment angle is

arbitrarily.
angle is

As illustrated in Figure 10, an

The flowfield for this initial

chosen
attachment

analyzed and the thrust produced by the nozzle

contour is

calculated.

Two succeeding guesses for the

attachment angle are then obtained by perturbing the initial
attachment angle a small amount,
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typically less than or

equal to one degree.

The nozzle thrust for each of these

new attachment angles is

also calculated.

terminology used for the optimization is
Thrust 1
Thrust 2
Thrust 3

A summary of the
listed below:

=

thrust calculated for first
attachment angle
thrust calculated for second attachment angle
thrust calculated for third attachment angle

(ea),

=

first

(ea)2
(08)3

=
=

second guess for attachment angle
third guess for attachment angle

=
=

guess for attachment angle

Subsequent guesses for the attachment angle,
provided by the secant method.

B,

are

The derivative of thrust

with respect to attachment angle
2 is

0

0

B

between iterations 1 and

approximated as:

(d(Thrust)
((Thrust 2)

'

d(O)

Similarly,

-

(O0)2 -

)1,2

(Thrust 1)

(46)

(06) I

the derivative of thrust with respect to

attachment angle between iterations 2 and 3 is

approximated

as:

(d(Thrust)
d(0B)

r. ((Thrust 3) - (Thrust 2))
(02)3 -

)2,3

The slope used for the secant method is

(d(rhrust2)/d(OB))2,3-

sl ope =

((hut21)48

(51)2,3-
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then:

(d(Thrust 1/d(O,))

(e3)

(47)

(60)2

1,2

(48)

where

(08)12

=

((0s)

(08)23

=

((08)3

The new attachment angle is
the secant method.

[OBInew

(49)

1
2 + (0)1)

(50)

+ (08)2)

then obtained by application of

Thus:

[0>
0),]-2slope
- 2 [(d(Thrust) /d(OB))
(08) 3 + 2(0)2,3]
= [
[0

A new nozzle contour is

2 ,3

(51)

constructed using the new attachment

angle obtained from Eq (51).

The optimization procedure is

repeated until the thrust between iterations does not change
more than a specified tolerance.
3.6

Nozzle Attachment AnQle Off-Design Analysis
With the establishment of an optimum nozzle attachment

angle for each trajectory point,
analysis is

then made.

an off-design performance

This analysis is

conducted to

determine which nozzle configuration suffers the least
thrust reduction when operated at an off-design condition.
To accomplish this analysis,

a procedare is

followed that

involves starting with the nozzle attachment angle that
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produces maximum thrust at the first
trajectory,

point on the

and then determining thrust performance at all

of the other points on the trajectory using only that
particular configuration.

The next step in this analysis is

to take the attachment angle for the next point on the
trajectory,

and again determine thrust performance at all of

the other points on the trajectory,

using only the

attachment angle for maximum thrust at the second trajectory
point.

The proces is

repeated in this manner until it

is

performed for all of the attachment angles on the
trajectory.

This otf-design analysis amounts tc a

comparison of thrust produced by each of the optimum nozzle
attachment angles,

as they are analyzed at trajectory points

other than those where they produce optimum thrust.
the data that result from this process,

From

a selection is

made

of the one nozzle attachment angle that produces the
smallest losses from off-design performance over the entire
trajectory.

The attachment angle identified from this

analysis becomes known as the nozzle attachment angle for
best off-design performance,

and is

then used exclusively in

the third and final phase of this study.
3.7

Cowl Deflection Angle Off-Design Parametrics
Selecting a single nozzle attachment angle for use over

the entire trajectory,

in the manner described above,

introduces certain problems.

Although there wi-l1
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bce one

trajectory point where optimum performance will be observed,
and non-optimum performance losses at the other trajectory
points will be minimal,

there will still

be performance

losses experienced at a majority of the trajectory points.
It

is

even possible that these thrust losses might be large

enough to prevent the vehicle from overcoming its

own drag.

In an effort to alleviate this potential problem,

and

at the same time improve thrust performance for all points
on the trajectory,
analysis is

a cowl angle off-design parametric

performed.

This analysis consists of

maintaining the nozzle attachment angle at the value
determined as providing best off-design performance,

and

then accomplishing a thrust performance analysis for various
cowl angles.

Simply stated,

this analysis consists of a

ma-iual search of total wall thrust as a function of cowl
angle.

Here,

total wall thrust is

defined as the algebraic

sum of the axial thrust components resulting from the
surfaces of the upper nozzle wall,
lower cowl (see Figure 8).

the upper cowl,

This search is

each point on the trajectory,

and is

performed for

considered successful

when the largest value for total wall thrust is
particular trajectory point.
this total wall thrust is
for that trajectory point.

and the

found for a

The cowl angle that causes

then identified as the best angle
The data resulting from this

analysis provides a means of determining which cowl angle
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setting produces the greatest total wall thrust performance
improvement over and above the off-design performance
identified for the nozzle attachment angle alone.
Once the cowl angles for best off-design total wall
thrust improvement at each trajectory point are identified,
it

is

then possible to perform an analysis to determine

which one suffers the least total wall thrust reduction when.
operated at an off-design condition.

This final trade-off

study amounts to a comparison of total wall thrust
production for each of the best off-design cowl angles,

as

they are analyzed at trajectory points other than those
where they produce this best off-design total wall thrust.
This last investigation completes this study.
3.8

Packinq of the Computational Grid
One of the options that can be specified using the

calculation parameters identified previously is

the packing

of the computational grid.

Figure ii

different packing schemes.

As initially configured in

illustrates the

internal flow for the optimization of the nozzle,

the

this

parameter was set to so that the grid points would be
concentrated more heavily toward the upper and lower
portions of the channel,

and less heavily in the center.

This concentration was further biased toward the upper wall
(i.e., toward the upper nozzle wall,
cowl).

and away from the

Although this configuration tends to work reasonably
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well for nozzle optimization,
parametric studies.
investigation,

problems arise for cowl

In the parametric portion of the

this packing configuration produces numerical

instabilities that made effective
this reason,

alysis impossible.

the packing had to be modified.

configuration still

For

The new

concentrated grid points at the top and

bottom of the channel and away from the center.

However,

this configuration involved no bias toward the top of the
channel.

Packing is

weighted equally between the nozzle

wall and the cowl region.
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NOZZLE SURFACE

,•COMBUSTOR
OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVE

Oblique Shock wave
I

I

I

/

Upstream
region 1

region2
SDownstream

M>1

Oblique shock wave from vehicle interaction with
Figure 7.
freestream (Doty, 1991:180).
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Circular arc and nozzle geometry (Doty, 1991:22).
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Figure 10.

Optimization Procedure.
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(Doty,

1991:
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Table 2.

I

External flow conditions at each trajectory point.

External flow parameter

Value

freestreawa Mach number

7.5

10.0

12.5

external flow Mach number

5.9

7.3

8.5

shock wave angle, e (deg)

14.0

12.4

11.5

4452.79

3545.31

3095.61

348.7

420.5

512.2

0.044482

0.029372

0.021054

velocity magnitude, V (rrVs)

2207.4

2998.9

3826.2

specific heat ratio, y

1.398

1.394

1.385

287

287

287

static pressure, P (N/n)
static temperature, T ('K)
density, p (kg/rn)

gas constant, &,, (J/kg/'K)

External flow parameter

i

Value

freestream Mach number

15.0

17.5

20.0

external flow Mach number

9.4

10.3

11.0

shock wave angle, e (deg)

10.9

10.6

10.3

2837.52

2673.86

2562.21

618.4

738.8

872.7

0.015984

0.012607

0.010228

velocity magnitude, V (m/s)

4666.8

5518.7

6380.5

specific heat ratio, y

1.374

1.360

1.347

287

287

287

static pressure, P (N/r)
static temperature, T ('K)
density, p (kg/rm)

gas constant, N,, (J/kg/'K)
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Table 3.

Cycle code input parameters.

INPUT PARAMETER
Altitude
Speed (Mach Number or Velocity)
Value of Inlet Efficiency
Type of Inlet Efficiency
Diffusion Ratio

(KD or KE)

V2 /V0

Type of Combustion

(Const.

Pressure or Const. Area)

Type of Flow (Equilibrium or Frozen Flow)
Fuil Air Ratio (f/a)
Combustion Efficiency
Fuel Velocity Ratio (Vf/V

2)

Fuel Temperature for Vf/V

2

Full Nozzle Expansion,

> 0

or Desired ratio for A 4/A.

Freezing Point Area Ratio (Afp/A
Nozzle Velocity Coefficient
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(Cv)

3)

Table 4.

Internal flow conditions at each trajectory point.

Internal flow parameter

Value

freestream Mach nuTmber

7.5

10.0

12.5

internal flow Mach number

1.74

1.96

2.77

static pressure, P (N/rd)

118031.4

471111.9

356714.1

static temperature, T (K)

2554.3

2972.0

3033.9

0.133833

0.448228

0.327945

1757.5

2155.0

3084.0

specific heat ratio, y

1.25

1.25

1.25

gas constant,

345.3

353.6

358.5

density, p (kg/rd)
velocity magnitude, V (m/s)

,,,(J/kg/'K)

Internal flow parameter

Value

freestream Mach nurber

15.0

17.5

20.0

internal flow Mach number

3.57

4.40

5.22

static pressure, P (N/rd)

264207.1

193018.7

142914.5

static temrperature, T (K)

3057.3

3046.7

3035.8

0.238332

0.173506

0.127964

4011.5

4947.7

5866.6

specific heat ratio, y

1.25

1.25

1.25

gas constant, N,, (J/kg/'K)

362.6

365.1

367.9

density, p (kg/d)
velocity magnitude, V (m/s)
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IV
4.1

Results And Discussion

Introduction
The stated purpose of this investigation was to

evaluate parameters for an optimized thrust planar
supersonic nozzle over a typical hypersonic trajectory.

As

part of an effort to determine the influence of
cowl/external flow on nozzle performance,

an off-design

parametric analysis was to have been performed.

This effort

was successful.
What follows is

a discussion that presents the result

of this evaluation and subsequent parametric analysis.
Maximum thrust nozzles were designed for each point on the
trajectory using the FDS code and the optimization procedure
described in

Section 3.5.

From this information,

a best

overall nozzle design was selected based on minimum offdesign performance losses.
then employed,

This best overall nozzle was

using procedures outlined in

Section 3.7,

to

perform off-design parametrics that demonstrated the effect
of cowl angle on nozzle performance for the best overall
nozzle.
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4.2
4.2.1

Design of Best Nozzle
Determination of Optimum Nozzle Angle
The nozzle optimization portion of the study began with

application of the FDS code to the combined
internal/external

flow rozzle discussed previ.ously.

geometry for this nozzle is

The

illustrated in Figure 12.

The FDS code used as inputs for the internal and
external nozzle initial

value properties,

the respective

outputs from the Scramjet cycle code and the oblique shock
wave solver.

Complete details of internal,

external,

and

freestream conditions for each Mach number on the trajectory
are presented in Table 1, Table 2,
respectively.

and Table 4,

An enlarged view of the cowl configuration is

shown in Figure 13.

During this phase of the study,

angle was maintained at zero degrees.

cowl

Details of the nozzle

and cowl geometry parameters are presented in Table 5 and
Table 6,

respectively.

The nozzle attachment angle that produced optimum
thrust was then determined for each one of the six points on
the flight trajectory using the direct optimization
procedure.

A partial manual parametric study of nozzle wall

thrust as a function of attachment angle was also performed.
The data generated from this portion of the optimization
were used to provide more representative nozzle angle-thrust
trend information.

This was needed primarily because the
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direct optimization,
maximum,

although it

quickly converged to a

usually did not produce enough thrust data to

clearly illustrate trend behavior.
each point on the trajectory is
Figure 19.

In general,

Trend information for

contained in

Figure 14 -

the trends evidenced by these six

plots seem to be parabolic in

nature,

and clearly show the

nozzle attachment angles where extremum occur.
Figure 18 as a representative example,

it

is

Taking

apparent that

the maximum thrust occurs ut 20.6 degrees.
Not readily apparent,
is

and requiring some explanation,

the cause for this thrust behavior as attachment angle

changes.

With nozzle wall thrust defined as the thrust

resulting from

ane axial contribution of pressure acting

along the surface described by ABC in Figure 12,

changes in

pressure and/Gr area are the only things that can change the
magnitude of this force.
are fixed,

Since points A Lid C in Figure 12

the axial projection of nozzle wall area (i.e.,

projection onto the y axis) is

also fixed.

So even though

the nozzle configuration or shape and surface area can
change,

its

projected area remains constant.

Thus,

only

pressure changes in the nozzle caii affect wall thrust.
These pressure changes in the nozzle are governed by
the flow turning angle,
is

since it

expanded or compressed.

dctermines whether the flow

Since nozzle wall geometry and

thus flow angle are determined by nozzle attachment angle,
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it

becomes clear why varying the attachment angle can change

the thrust.

The trend illustrated in

Figure 18 results

because changing the attachment angle varies the flow angle.
This in turn has the effect of varying the nature of the
complicated interaction between shock waves and expansion
waves that occurs within the noý'-le.
combustor in Figure 12,

it

As the flow exits the

initially expands due to the

oblique turning angle at point B.

Waves from this expansion

that could possibly interact with the contact surface
illustrated in the figure,

are also generated at this point.

These waves could even reflect oif
the nozzle wall.
manner,

Expansion waves that behave in a similar

can also result from the turning angle on the cowl

at point E as well.
wall,

of cowl surface ODEF onto

As the flow travels along the nozzle

compression waves are generated due to the change in

flow direction caused by the parabolic shape of the nozzle.
These compression waves may or may not interact with the
expansion waves or the contact surface.

What is

certain,

is

that pressure will change at vario-s locations in the
nozzle.

And,

change that is

as mentioned earlier,

it

is

the pressure

responsible for the variation in

observed when in

attachment angle is

changed,

thrust

as illustrated

in Figure 18.
An extreme exan'ple of the variation that can result
from this complicated interaction is
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illustrated in

Figure 19.

Although certainly not a representative case,

special note should be made of the trend in Figure 19,
plot for the case of flight at Mach 20.0.
procedure resulted in
local minimum.

an optimum,

Here,

this search

a local maximum,

and a

Though this behavior seems anomalous,

been confirmed by Doty,

et al.

satisfactorily explained.

(1989),

However,

it

the

it

has

and has yet to be
seems quite clear

that an ixtremely complex interaction between compression
waves,

expansion waves,

and contact surface is

occurring.

Despite the trend behavior for the trajectory point at
Mach 20,

thi values for maximum wall thrust from this and

all of the other trend plots produced from this procedure
were selected as the optimum for the corresponding
trajectory point.

This information is

contained in Table 7,

along with the corresponding nozzle attachment angles that
caused these maxima.

As the vehicle travels along its

trajectory the general trend in

nozzle attachment angle for

maximum thrust as Mach number increases,
monotonically decreasing function (except

is

one of a
Lor the case of

the trajectory point at Mach 7.5 where a constant pressure
combustion process was used to simulate internal flow data).
Also evident from the data presented in Table 7 is

the fact

that nozzle wall thrust varies significantly over the
trajectory with an apparent trend that is
the nozzle attachment angle.

similar to that of

Both parameters show trends
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that are monotonically decreasing from the second trajectory
point to the last one.
4.3

Selection of Nozzle Anale for Best Off-Design
Performance
With the optimum nozzle for each Mach number
it

determined,

was then necessary to decide which design

performed best at all of the other Mach numbers (i.e.,
suffered the least reduction or "penalty" in

thrust

performance when operating at conditions other than those
for which it

was designed).

The rationale motivating this determination is
straight forward.

It

quite

was shown in the previous section that

for each trajectory point,

a different nozzle attachment

angle was required to produce maximum thrust.

A variable

geometry nozzle would be required for a single vehicle to
have a nozzle with a different attachment angle for each
trajectory point.
systems,
vehicle.

Such a device,

along with its

supporting

would add a significant amount of weight to the
so do performance losses.

As weight increases,

These losses may far exceed any gains in thrust brought
For this reason,

about by nozzle optimization.

it

may be

more important to determine the nozzle design that produces
the lowest losses in off-design performance over the entire
range of Mach numbers in

the trajectory.

This is

done by

conducting an off-design thrust performance analysis.
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This off-design analysis was accomplished by performing
the procedure outlined in

Section 3.6,

using the nozzle

attachment angleJ arising from the direct search.

The

results from this procedure were then compared by plotting
on a single graph,

as in Figure 20,

the amount of nozzle

wall thrust produced by each nozzle design as a function of
flight Mach number.

Seen here is

a general trend followed

by all of the attachment angles, where the amount of thrust
produced starts out relatively small at Mach 7.5,
dramatically at Mach 10.0,
an almost linear fashion,
20.0.

then monotonically decreases in
as flight Mach number approaches

Although the general thrust variation with Mach

number is

primarily due to the ambient conditions extant at

each trajectory point,
Mach 7.5,
is

increases

the rather low amount produced at

and the subsequent dramatic increase at Mach 10.0

probably attributable to the fact that a constant

pressure combustion process was used to simulate internal
flow conditions for the Mach 7.5 trajectory point.

Internal

flow for all of the other points on the trajectory were
simulated using a constant area combustion process (see
Section 3.3.3,

Constraint 5).

The data used in

comparison are presented in Table 8.
the actual wall thrusts calculated (in

this

This table presents
Newtons per meter)

for the off-design analysis at each point on the trajectory.
The entries in Table 8 of "NA"
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indicate off-design analysis

points where the nozzle angle was too large for the FDS code
and the corresponding initial
converge to a solution.

value line conditions to

Thus thrust data were not available

for these trajectory points.
Upon examination of the data presented in Figure 20,
is

it

apparent that although a determination can be made for

Mach numbers 10.0 and 12.5,

it

would be extremely difficult

to determine which nozzle attachment angle performs best
over the entire trajectory for the other Mach numbers.
occurs for the simple reason that there is

This

very little

separation between the data points at the other Mach
numbers.

Since the range of values for maximum thrust

determined in

the optimization port. un of the study extend

from 3866 N/m to 18717 N/m,

the resulting scaling factor

used to place all the data on a single graph precludes
significant separation in the data points at Mach numbers
7.5,

15.0,

17.5,

and 20.0.

Thus,

unless a better plotting scheme is

comparison cannot proceed
employed.

To more easily facilitate this comparison,
nozzle wall thrust (i.e.,

normalized

a non-dimensional thrust or thrust

fraction) was also plotted for each Mach number as a
function of nozzle attachment angle in addition to actual
wall thrust as a function of Mach number.

Values for

normalized nozzle wall thrust were established by dividing
the values of nozzle wall thrust at a particular Mach number
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by the maximum thrust at that particular Mach number as
indicated in

the following equation:

(thrust,),,

(normalized th~rustl)M =(optimum thrust),I

Here Ml is

the freestream Mach number that identifies the

trajectory point,

(thrusts)Mi is

the "i th" thrust being

normalized at that trajectory point,
is

(52)

and (optimum thrust)MI

the maximum thrust produced at that trajectory point.

This type of scaling allowed all of the values to be p'otted
on the same graph in a meaningful fashion (the curve for the
nozzle attachment angle corresponding to maximum thrust at
Mach 7.5 is

not included on the plot, since it

failed to

produce solutions for the upper half of the trajectory,

and

because the plotting routine used could only handle 6 curves
per plot).

Before the normalization procedure,

maximum

thrust values ranged from 3866 N/m to 18717 N/m.
Afterwards,
equal to 1.
Figure 21.
Table 9.

all values for maximum normalized thrust were
The results of this procedure are presented in
Data used to plot this graph are contained in

A thrust analysis of a straight nozzle with

attachment angle 13.511 degrees was also performed for each
Mach number on the trajectory,

and is

to provide a basis for comparison.

included in the figure

The thrust for the

straight nozzle was normalized in the same manner as that of
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the parabolic nozzle.

Since all of the values for the

linear nozzle were consistently lower than those for the
parabolic nozzle,

there was no normalized thrust for the

linear nozzle equal to 1 (i.e.,

linear nozzle did not

produce a maximum for any of the trajectory points).
Scrutiny of Figure 21 indicates evidence of several
trends.

Most obvious of these is

that nozzle wall thrust

fraction seems to generally increase over the course of the
trajectory from Mach 7.5 to 20.0 after first

decreasing

slightly at the second trajectory point. Another trend
illustrated in Figure 21 is

that there seems to be

considerable variation in wall thrust fraction over the
trajectory range.

Most significant is

thrust fraction is

seen to be more sensitive to changes in

the fact that wall

nozzle attachment angle at the lower Mach numbers than at
the higher ones.

This could be only an apparent trend due

to the fact that curves for two of the attachment angles did
not produce solutions at the high end of the Mach number
range.

However,

the fact that the curves tend to be flatter

and less dispersed at the upper ranges should not be
dismissed,

since the curves that possess these

characteristics and also give good performance at the higher
Mach numbers,

are the ones most desirable for off-design

performance.

The curves for attachment angles of 20.6

degrees and 17.814 degrees specifically fall in this
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category.

Of these two,

the curve for nozzle attachment

angle of 20.6 degrees not only showed the flatter response
to Mach number variation,

but it

also showed performance

that was almost identical to that of the attachment angle
that was optimized for flight at Mach 20.
From the information presented in

Figure 21,

it

was

determined that a nozzle attachment angle of 20.6 degrees
(corresponding to optimum performance at Mach 17.5) provided
the best off-design thrust performance over the Mach number
range in

the trajectory.

Although this particular design

suffered moderate thrust penalty at the lower Mach numbers,
this decision was made primarily because there was only
slight off-design performance degradation at the higher end
of the Mach number spectrum.

Since hypersonic vehicles are

very sensitive to losses at the higher Mach numbers..

and

because even small losses can mean loss of engine thrust, or
even loss of the vehicle,

this decision was biased toward

maximized performance at the higher speeds.
overall nozzle design was determined,

Once this best

all subsequent

analyses were performed using this nozzle design.
4.4
4.4.1

Design of Best Cowl
Cowl Angle Off-Design Parametric Analysis
The cowl parametric analysis portion of the study began

with application of the FDS code to the combined
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internal/external

flow nozzle,

and proceeded in

a manner

similar to that of the nozzle optimization discussed
previously.

During this phase of the study, nozzle

attachment angle was maintained at 20.6 degrees.

Here,

cowl angle was the only parameter that was varied.
before,

the

As

the FDS code used as inputs for the in -ernal and

external initial

value properties,

the respective outputs

from the Scramjet cycle code and the oblique shock wave
solver.

The enlarged view of the geometry for the variable

cowl used in
in Figure 13.

this portion of the optimization is

illustrated

Details of the cowl geometry parameters are

presented in Table 6.

A manual parametric analysis of total

wall thrust as a function of cowl angle was then performed.
The cowl angle that produced maximum thrust for this fixed
nozzle angle was subsequently determined for each one of the
six points on the flight trajectory from this analysis.

The

data generated from this portion of the optimization were
used to provide cowl angle-thrust trend information in a
manner similar to that of the nozzle optimization.

Thrust

versus cowl angle trend information for each point on the
trajectory is

contained in Figure 22 - Figure 27.

The

trends illustrated by these plots are very similar to those
produced for the nozzle optimization study.

Both studies

exhibited trend behavior that was fairly parabolic in
nature.

However,

examination of the plots produced for the
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cowl study shows trend curves that are rougher and more
irregular than those for the nozzle study.
cowl study,

as Mach number increased,

to get worse.
phenomenon is

As far as roughness is

Also for the

this behavior seemed
concerned,

this

probably due to the fact that the numerical

grid packing factor was adjusted to concentrate grid points
more evenly at the upper and lower boundaries of the nozzle
(see section 3.8).

Although this eliminated the

instabilities that prevented convergence to a solution,

it

had the added effect of somewhat reducing the accuracy of
the solution calculated.

The trend of this roughness

becomi.ng more pronounced as Mach number increased,

is

probably an example of the same phenomenon that produced an
optimum,

a local maximum,

optimization study.

and a local minimum in

Here however,

nature of the thrust curves,

it

is

the nozzle

because of the irregular
difficult to identify the

location of the local minima and maxima.

In any event,

the

selection of best cowl deflection angle at each trajectory
point is

based solely on the cowl angle that produced

maximum. total wall thrust at each Mach number.
The fact that changes in

cowl deflection angle could

actually increase total wall thrust is
explained.

again easily

With total wall thrast defined as the thrust

resulting from the contribution of the pressure acting on
the nozzle wall and the upper and lower cowl surfaces,
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increases in pressure and/or area are the only things that
can increase this thrust.

By deflecting the cowl, both of

these two parameters are affected.
As can be seen in Figure 12,
angle is
small,

when the cowl deflection

set to zero the only cowl area contribution is

very

and results from the upper cowl projection of surface

EF onto the y axis.

As a result of the pressure (which

results from the complicated interaction between compression
and expansion waves,

described previously) in this region,

the majority of the thrust comes from the nozzle wall
surface ABC,
cowl surface.

with a small but positive contribution from the
When the cowl is

deflected in the positive

direction for example (see Figure 13),
the lower cowl area contribution is
area contribution is

no longer zero.

Now
The

from upper cowl surface EF and lower

cowl surface FG as well (here it
deflection is

this changes.

is

less than 10 degrees).

assumed that the
Since this deflection

causes the complicated interaction between expansion and
compression waves (described in
in

section 4.2.1) which results

lower pressure in the external flow region,

contribution from surface FG is
force).

Fortunately,

the thrust

a negative one (i.e.,

a drag

the effect of this type of cowl

deflection on the internal flow region serves to increase
the pressure over the much larger surface area of the nozzle
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wall.

Thus the overall effect of this type of deflection is

to increase the total wall thrust.
For deflection in

the negative direction,

expansion

wave interactions serve to reduce the pressure in

the

internal flow region while compression waves serve to raise
it

in the external flow region.

So for this case,

even

though the upper cowl pressure and area contribution
increases,

total wall thrust decreases since the pressure on

these upper surfaces is
deflection.

It

lower than it

was before the

was this type of pressure-area deflection

angle behavior that produced the thrust trends illustrated
in

Figure 22 - Figure 27.

The cowl parametric analysis produced a value for
maximum total wall thrust for each Mach number studied,

and

the cirresponding cowl angle that caused this maximum.

This

information is
is

contained in

Table 10.

When this information

plotted in a graph of cowl angle for maximum total wall

thrust as a function of Mach number,

what results is

a

schedule of cowl angles that would produce best performance
for the fixed nozzle angle, over the course of the
trajectory.

This information is

presented in Figure 28.

When the thrust data from Table 10 is

compared with the

total wall thrust produced from a nozzle configuration with
attachment angle 20.6 degrees but zero cowl angle (see
Table 11),

it

is

clear that this cowl angle schedule has
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significantly reduced nozzle off-design performance losses.
Selection of Best Cowl Anqle

4.4.2

Once the cowl angle for minimum losses at each Mach
number was determined,

it

was then necessary to decide which

cowl angle performed best at all of the other Mach numbers.
Or stated another way,

it

was necessary to decide which cowl

angle suffered the least penalty in thrust performance when
operated at conditions other than those for which it
designed.

was

This was accomplished through an off-design

parametric analysis for the cowl angle.
This off-design analysis was accomplished by plotting
on a single graph the amount of total wall thrust produced
by each cowl design as a function of Mach number,
comparing the results.
this procedure.

what is

Figure 29 illustrates the outcome of

The data used to plot this graph are

contained in Table 12.
curve,

and then

Although this seems to be a single

actually being presented is

a set of six

curves that are so close in value that the scaling used
It

makes them indistinguishable

is

readily apparent that

this type of operation will not produce a plot that will be
useful in making this type of comparison.

Thus,

as waL the

case for the nozzle attachment angle off-design analysis,
here normalized total wall thrust must be plotted instead of
actual total wall thrust to more easily facilitate the
necessary comparisons.

As before,
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values for normalized

total wall thrust were established by dividing the values of
total wall thrust at a particular Mach number by the maximum
total wall thrust at that particular Mach number using Eq
(52).

Here,

Section 4.3,
to 1.

as with the off-design analysis described in
values for maximum normalized thrust were equal

This type of scaling allowed all of the values to be

plotted on the same graph in a meaningful fashion.

These

normalized data were then plotted in two different ways.
The data used to create these plots are contained in
Table 13.
First, to get an idea of thrust performance behavior as
the cowl angle varied,
constant Mach number,
angle.

normalized thrust,

was plotted as a function of cowl

The result of this procedure is

Figure 31.

in curves of

illustrated in

Examination of the information presented in

this

figure clearly shows that performance at the Mach 20.0
trajectory point is
variation.

All of the other curves,

of cowl angles,
clustered in

the one most sensitive to cowl angle
over the entire range

appear to be relatively flat and fairly weil

the upper portion of the graph.

This would

indicate that these other cowl designs would exhibit only
moderate reductions in performance when operated at off
design conditions.

Also significant is

the fact that even

small changes in angle setting at values very close to 4.3
(i.e.,

angle for best performance at Mach 20.0) produce
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relatively large changes in total wall thrust fraction.
This is

evidenced by the fact that the slope of the line

connecting the point at 4.2 degrees to the one at 4.3
degrees is

very steep.

In fact,

point on the rest of the curve.
20.0 is

it

is

much steeper than any

The case of flight at Mach

the only one this sensitive to cowl angle variation

close to its

maximum.

best performance,

These two trends indicate that for

cowl angle selection should be biased

toward flight it Mach 20.0.
Second,

to understand how nozzle thrust performance

varied for a nozzle with a fixed cowl over the trajectory,
these data were plotted as a function of Mach number,
curves of constant cowl angle.
procedure are contained in

in

The resulta of this analysis

Figure 30.

The data used for

these plots are presented in Table 13.

Upon examination of

this figure, three things become clear.

First, the curve

for the 4.3 degree displays the least variation over the
entire Mach number range (i.e.,

the flatt.est curve).

Since

this is

the deflection angle for best thruit at Mach 20.0,

this is

seen as another reason to bias the selection of best

cowl angle toward the Mach 20.0 case.

Second,

fraction Lor the Mach 10.0 and 15.0 cases,
grouped.

This means that very little

thrust

are very closely

variation in thrust

performance is demonstrated over the cowl angle range from
2.2 to 4.3 degrees.

Thus these two Mach numbers are very
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insensitive to cowl angle variation,

and need not be

considered when selecting a cowl angle.
for the two highest Mach numbers,
general displays very little
range.

However,

it

is

And finally, except

thrust performance in

variation over the Mach number

also evident from this plot that the

variation at the higher Mach numbers that does occur is

more

than twice as large as the variation at the other Mach
numbers.

This would indicate that performance losses could

be minimized if
case.

the cowl were optimized for the Mach 20.0

For these reasons,

it

was determined that a cowl

angle of 4.3 degrees (corresponding to optimum performance
at Mach 20.0) provided the minimum performance losses over
the entire Mach number range in the trajectory.
When contrasted with the performance attained when a
variable cowl is

used, the advantages of a constant cowl

deflection angle are readily apparent.

Figure 32 depicts

thrust performance over the typical trajectory for the three
cases of no cowl deflection,
(variable cowl),
degrees.

scheduled cowl deflection

and a constant cowl deflection angle of 4.3

This figure clearly shows that significant

performance improvement is

achieved over most of the flight

trajectory with a constant cowl deflection angle of 4.3
degrees as compared to a zero cowl deflection angle.
more importantly,
achieved is

But

this figure shows that the improvement

extremely close to the best improvement that
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could be gained by using a variable geometry cowl.
essentially means that it

is

This

possible to realize the

performance benefits of a variable geometry cowl without
having to pay the penalty of excess weight and added
complexity.
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Geametry for nozzle parametric studies.

Table 5.

Value

Nozzle parameter

2.54

length, L (m)

exit height, h,

0.0254

(m)

inlet height, I,

0.635

(m)

circular arc radius of curvature, r ,(m)
circular arc attachment angle, 8. (deg)

0.0254
to be deterrined

Value

Cowl Parameter
length, xcwll (m)

0.254

length, xcwl2 (i)

0.0

thickness, hcwl2 (W)

0.00635

cowl angle, tcwll (deg)

0.0

circular arc radius of curvature, rucwll (i)

0.0254
10.0

cowl taper angle, acwl2 (deg)
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Table 6.

Geometry for cowl paranetric studies.

Nozzle paraneter

Value

length, L (m)

2.54

inlet height, hh (m)

0.0254

exit height, b, (m)

0.635

circular arc radius of curvature, r (W)

0.0254

circular arc attachrent angle, 8 (deg)

20.6

J

Cowl Parameter

Value

length, xcwll (m)

0.10

length, xcwl2 (m)

0.154

thickness, hcwl2 (i)

0.00635

cowl ancife, tcwll (deg)

to be determined

circular arc radius of curvature, rucwll (m)
cowl taper angle, acwl2 (deg)

Table 7.

0.0254
10.0

Nozzle wall thrusts for nozzle optimization study.

Mach number

Nozzle attachniint angle
(deg)

Nozzle wall thrust
(N/m)

7.5

38.000

3866.59

10.0

38.625

18717.63

12.5

30.000

16059.50

15.0

24.600

12351.89

17.5

20.600

8925.91

20.0

17.814

6307.55
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Table 8.

Nozzle wall thrusts for off-design parametric study.

Nozzle
attachent
angle

Nozzle wall
thrust for Mach
number
7.5

Nozzle wall
thrust for Mach
number
10.0

Nozzle wall
thrust for Mach
number
12.5

38.000

3866.59

18716.75

15924.30

38.625

3866.32

18717.63

15906.82

30.000

3833.59

18517.65

16059.50

24.600

3745.38

18031.26

15941.20

20.600

3631.72

17332.40

15616.13

17.814

3538.93

16678.50

15164.70

Nozzle
attaclient
angle

Nozzle wall
thrust for Mach
number
15.0

Nozzle wall
thrust for Mach
number
17.5

Nozzle wall
thrust for Mach
number
20.0

38.000

NA

NA

NA

38.625

'IA

NA

NA

30.000

12269.61

NA

6100.98

24.600

12351.89

8887.52

6225.61

20.600

12281.45

8925.90

6293.13

17.814

121r(- 25

8889.74

6307.55
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Tabl e

9.

Normialized

nozzle

wall

thrusts

f or

off-design

parametric

studies.

rNozzle
Nozzleatahet

atang~l-e

wall

Nozzle wall

Nozzle wall

thrust
fraction for

thrust
fraction for

thrust
fraction for

Mach number

Mach number

Mach number

10.0

12.5

ale7.5
38.000

1.00000

0.99995

0.99158

38.625

0.99993

1.00000

0.99049

30.000

0.99146

0.98932

1.00000

24.600

0.96865

0.96333

0.99263

2C.600

0.93926

0.92599

0.97239

17.814

0.91526

0.89106

0.94428

13.511

0.86717

0.82616

0.86241

Nozzle wall

Nozzle wall
thrust
fraction for
Mach number
17.5

Nozzle wall
thrust
fraction for
Mach number
20.3

Nozethrust
Nozefraction
for
attachiment,
Mach numiber
angle
15.0

38.000

NA

NA

NA

38.625

NA

NA

NA

30.000

0.99334

MA

0.96725

24.600

1.00000

0.99570

0.98701

20.600

0.99430

1.00000

0.99771

17.814
13.511

0.97963
09100.96219

0.99595

1.00000
0.98530
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Table 10.

Total wall thrusts for cowl parametric

study.

Mach number

Cowl angle (deg)

Total wall thrust

7.5

4,2

3692.82

10.0

2ý6

17475.62

12.5

2.2

15751.44

15.0

3.1

12454.40

17.5

3.9

9130.47

20.0

4.3

6514.98

Table 11.

Total wall thrusts for zero cowl deflection.

altrs

Mach Number

Cowl Angle (deg)

7.5

0.0

3660.95

10.0

0.0

17453.23

12.5

0.0

15733.80

15.0

0.0

12404.02

17.5

0.0

9044.95

20.0

0.0

6398.65
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Toa

[(N/M)

Total wall thrusts for cowl off-design parametric studies.

Table 12.

Total wall

Total wall

Total wall

Cowl angle
(deg)

thrust for
Mach number
7.5

thrust for
Mach number
10.0

thrust for
Mach number
12.5

0.0

3660.95

17453.23

15733.80

2.2

3686.07

17475.23

15751.44

2.6

3688.56

17475.62

15750.42

3.1

3690.81

17475.10

15746.85

3.9

3692.65

1,7470.30

15737.29

4.2

3692.82

17467.74

15732.82

4.3

3692.78

17466.50

15730.64

Cowl angle

Total wall
thrust for
Mach nutber

Total wali
thrust !or
Mach number

Total wall
thrust for
Mach number

(deg)

15.0

17.5

20.0

0.0

12404.02

9044.95

6398.65

2.2

12447.79

9110.29

6479.33

2.6

12450.95

9117.16

6489.74

3.1

12454.40

9125.82

6499.78

3.9

12452.68

9130.47

6509.76

4.2

12449.76

9128.32

6510.63

4.3

12449.52

9129.47

6514.98
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Table 13.
studies.

Normalized total wall thrusts for cowl off-design parametric

Cowl angle
(deg)

Total wall
thrust fraction
for Mach number
7.5

Total wall
thrust fraction
for Mach number
10.0

Total wall
thrust fraction
for Mach nuriber
12.5

0.0

0.991369

0.998719

0.998880

2.2

0.998172

0.999978

1.000000

2.6

0.998846

1.000000

0.999935

3.1

0.999457

0.999970

0.999708

3o9

0.999955

0.999696

0.999101

4.2

1.000000

0.999549

0.998818

4.3

0.999989

0.999479

0.998679

Cowl angle
(deg)

Total wall
thrust fraction
for Mach number
15.0

Total wall
thrust fraction
for Mach number
17.5

Total wall
thrust fraction
for Mach number
20.0

0.0

0.995954

0.990634

0.982145

2.2

0.999469

0.997790

0.994529

2.6

0.999722

0.998543

0.996127

3.1

1.000000

0.999491

0.997668

3.9

0.999862

1.000000

0.999199

4.2

0.999627

0.999765

0.999332

4.3

0.999608

0.999891

1.000000
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V
5.1

Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions
Using the FDS computer program, the assumed vehicle

geometry,

and the established flight conditions,

-he present

study has shown that a supersonic nozzle can be optimized
for thrust performance fo: a NASP type vehicle over a
typical hypersonic trajoctory.
Additionally,

this study has demonstrated a single

nozzle designed for optimum thrust performarce at Mach 17.5
can,
20.0,

for a trajectory that ranges in Mach number from 7.5 to
maintain nearly optimum thrust performance at the

higher Mach numbers while suffering only minor off-design
performance losses at the lower Mach numbers.

This was

accomplished by using a nozzle wall attachment angle of 20.6
degrees with a cowl angle of zero.
After performing a cowl angle parametric analysis on a
nozzle with wall attachment angle of 20.6 degrees,

it

was

also demonstrated that losses dt• to nozzle off-design
performance could be recovered by varying the cowl angle
setting over the trajectory from 4.2 degrees at Mach number
7.5 to 2.2 degrees at Mach number 12.5 to 4.3 degrees at
Mach number 20.0.
Furthermore,

this study has shown for a nozzle with

wall attachment angle of 20.6 degrees,

a cowl angle of 4.3

degrees proauces the best recovery of off-design
113

performances

losses for a flight Mach number of 20.0.

Additionally,

losses due to off-design performance are

minimized for this nozzle-cowl angle configuration over the
Mach number range of 7.5 to 20.0 to the extent that thrust
performance is

very close to that which would be achieved

with a variable geometry cowl.
Finally, a true optimization for this nozzle-cowl
configuration would require the simultaneous variation and
optimization of all parameters affecting thrust performance.
Thus,

the 4.3 degree cowl angle only produces an optimum for

the nozzle with wall attachment angle 20.6 degrees when
operated at Mach 20.

Although little

is

currently known

about how thrust performance might be further improved if
this multi-parameter optimization were performed,

all

evidence indicates that even better thrust performance is
possible.

Put simply,

all thrust performance determined in

this study could be improved upon.
5.2

Recommendations for Further Study
Although some very useful information was uncovered in

the preceding investigation,

there remain many different

areas that require closer scrutiny and further study.
follows is

a brief list

more attention.

What

of some of the areas that deserve

This list

is

by no means definitive.
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1.

Optimization of Nozzle-Cowl Combination
In the current study a single parameter optimization

was performed followed by an off-design parametric analysis.
As previously described,

the nozzle angle was first

optimized at discrete locations over the prescribed
trajectory,

followed by a parametric analysis of cowl angJ.es

at this optimum nozzle angle.

From this analysis,

all

available evidence indicates that even better performance
can be derived from an optimization that takes into account
the simultaneous variation of both the nozzle and cowl
angle.

To verify this hypothesis and subsequently determine

the optimum nozzle-cowl combination,

it

is

recommended that

this type of two parameter optimization study be undertaken.
2.

Nozzle Optimization that Considers Pitching Moment
Requirements As Well As Thrust Requirements
The present study only considered increased thrust as a

figure of merit to determine optimum performance.

In

reality, a nozzle for a NASP type vehicle would also have to
be designed for optimum pitching moment as well.

Since the

thrust forces from the nozzle may not always produce a
resultant that acts through the vehicle's center of gravity,
nozzle induced moments could be significant.
reason that it

is

It

is

for this

recommended that a thrust-pitching moment

nozzle optimization study be undertaken.
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3.

Thrust Performance Optimization with External Flow
Parametrics
Throughout this investigation,

only one external flow

compression was considered for each trajectory design point.
This compression was simulated by an oblique shock wave that
was caused by a wedge of 6 degree half angle oriented at a 2
degree angle of attack relative to the freestream flow.
Although this produced results representative enough for
this study,

in

reality it

is

quite likely that a hypersonic

vehicle would experience angle of attack perturbations over
the course of its

trajectory.

For this reason it

is

recommended that a study be undertaken to assess the effect
of external flow variation on nozzle thrust optimization.
4.

Nozzle and Cowl Analysis Using Different Packing
Schemes
As described in

Section 3.8,

the computational grid

packing scheme used for the nozzle optimization was
different from that used in the cowl parametric analysis.
Although this posed no major difficulties for the current
investigation,

numerical instabilities narrowed the width of

the Mach number range examined.

It

iz possible that these

instabilities could have been obviated,

and a less limited

range of Mach numbers examined had a different packing
scheme been used.

It

is

therefore recommended that a study

be undertaken to perform an nozzle-cowl performance analysis
using various grid packing schemes.
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An analysis of a planar supersonic nozzle for a NASP type vehicle was performed with
a computer program that used the new upwind flux difference splitting (FDS) method.
Thrust optimization, off-design performance, and cowl angle parametric analyses were
accomplished, using the FDS code, at six points on a 1000 psf maximum dynamic
pressure trajectory, for the Mach numbers 7.5, 10.0, 12.5, 15.0, 17.5, and 20.0.
Results from the single parameter optimization phase of the study indicated that for
the Mach number range from 7.5 to 20.0, the attachment angles identified as optimum
for the respective trajectory points were 38.0, 38.6, 30.0, 24.6, 20.6, and 17.8.
From this range of angles, the 20.6 degree nozzle was found to produce the miniimum
off-design performance losses over the entire trajectory.
Using the 20.6 degree
nozzle attachment angle, a cowl angle parametric analysis was performed to deterin-ne
the extent to which off-design performance losses could be recovered.
Although this
study showed that cowl angles of 4.2, 2.6, 2.2, 3.1, 3.9, and 4.3 degrees were
required at the respective trajectory points to maintain best recovery, nozzle
performance was shown to approach that of a variable geometry cowl for a constant
cowl deflection angle of 4.3 degrees.
Supersonic Nozzle, Flux-Difference-Splitting Method, Optimum
Thrust Nozzle, Scramjet Nozzle Optimization, Hypersonic Vehicle
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